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The first lowest 2ƒ and 2“+ states of OCl, as well as the 1“+ and 3“+ states of HCl, have been calculated at
the ab initio MRCI level, and modeled semiempirically using the extended Hartree-Fock approximate
correlation energy method. Spectroscopic RKR data and accurate ab initio energies have been used to obtain
the model parameters. The vibrational levels of those states have also been calculated, and found to be in
good agreement with existing spectroscopic data for the ground electronic states of the title diatomic molecules.
1. Introduction
Hypochlorous acid1-3 (HOCl) plays an important role in the
ozone layer depletion, with the diatomic species OCl, OH, and
HCl also taking part in this process. It comes therefore as no
surprise that it has been and continues to be much investigated,
both experimentally4-6 and theoretically.7-10
For a description of the involved chemical reactions, such as
predissociation and photodissociation processes and other energy
transfer phenomena, it is essential to have an accurate repre-
sentation of the relevant HOCl potential energy surfaces as a
function of the internal coordinates. Experimentally, a direct
Rydberg-Klein-Rees (RKR)11,12 inversion of vibrational-
rotational spectroscopic data to get the potential function is
feasible only for diatomic molecules. For larger polyatomics,
the procedure is more complicated and usually requires a trial-
and-error approach. This starts with a model potential energy
surface containing adjustable parameters which are then opti-
mized through a comparison of the calculated and measured
properties.
For chemically stable diatomic molecules, and in some cases
also for less stable ones of the van der Waals type, accurate
potential energy curves can be obtained by using the RKR
method. However, RKR potentials are given in tabular form,
and defined only for regions of the potential energy curve
covered by the spectroscopic data (i.e., over the attractive regions
of the potential curve). Thus, for molecular dynamics studies,
it is most convenient to have an analytic form which accurately
reproduces the RKR data and extends it to the inner repulsive
and long-range attractive regions of the potential energy curve
where such data is missing. Of course, the RKR turning points
offer whenever available an accurate reference standard for
testing the ab initio electronic structure calculations which can
provide molecular energies at any point of the molecule
configuration space. However, as for the RKR method, such
energies are given in tabular form. In addition, ab initio
molecular orbital methods present computational difficulties at
large interatomic distances where weak long-range forces play
a dominant role. At such regions, long-range perturbation theory
would be best suited, but the results would then not be valid at
the short-range part of the potential curve where charge overlap
and electron exchange effects become important. Obviously,
such difficulties are compounded as the number of atoms in
the polyatomic molecule increases. In summary, despite con-
siderable progress in recent years, ab initio potential energy
surfaces which reproduce all the data to the observed experi-
mental accuracy are few and far between.
To avoid the above difficulties, it has been suggested to use
semiempirical potential models containing a few adjustable
parameters which are determined from a fit to reliable theoretical
and/or experimental data. One such successful model which we
employ in the present work involves the partitioning of the total
energy into an extended Hartree-Fock type (EHF) energy,
which includes the so-called nondynamical or internal correla-
tion, and a dynamical or external correlation part13,14 which
contains the long-range dispersion energy at the separated
fragments limit. The nondynamical correlation energy can in
principle be modeled from accurate ab initio calculations (which
are currently feasible at this level of theory for most diatomic
molecules and also larger polyatomics) or available spectro-
scopic data, while the dynamical correlation is approximated
semiempirically from data referring to the interacting fragments
(e.g., atomic polarizabilities in the case of a diatomic molecule).
The method has been named EHFACE2,15 the acronym for
extended Hartree-Fock approximate correlation energy, with
the digit standing for diatomics. Note that without having to
sacrifice too much simplicity, this model has been extended to
cover the highly repulsive regions of the potential curve near
the limit for the collapsed diatomic molecule (Rf0) by taking
into account the normalization of the kinetic field.16 It has then
been named EHFACE2U,17 where U stands for the united-atom
limit. The EHFACE2(U)15-17 models can therefore provide an
accurate description of the whole potential energy curve,
including the asymptotic limits Rf0 and Rf∞.
A major goal of the current work is to obtain EHFACE2-
(U)-type potentials for the diatomics involved in the photodis-
sociation process of HOCl: OCl in both the ground (2ƒ) and
excited A2“+ electronic states, and HCl in the ground (1“+) and
excited A3“+ states. Since the involved HO potentials have been
reported elsewhere,18 no further reference to them will be made
here. Thus, we report accurate ab initio calculations of four
different potential energy curves, by employing a large basis
set and MRCI19,20 methods which take as reference a full valence
complete active space21,22 (FVCAS) wave function. The calcu-
lated MRCI energies are then corrected by scaling the external
correlation energy within the spirit of the SEC23,24 method.
Finally, EHFACE2(U)-type potentials are modeled either by
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fitting available experimental RKR turning points or the
calculated SEC energies.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide
a description of the EHFACE2(U) models. The ab initio
calculations and the main features of the SEC method are given
in Section 3. Section 4 reports the calculated EHFACE2(U)
potential energy curves, and compares them with the available
experimental and theoretical data. The concluding remarks are
in Section 5.
2. Method
In the EHFACE2 method, the potential energy is written as
where EHF denotes the extended Hartree-Fock type energy,
and dc the dynamical correlation which includes the asymptotic
long-range dispersion energy. As usual, we maintain the
designation Vdc even when this term accounts also for the long-
range electrostatic and induction energies, which appear in the
EHF part of the interaction energy.
The EHF part of the potential assumes the form,17
where
In this equation, r ) R - Re is the displacement coordinate
from the equilibrium geometry Re, and D, çi, and ai (i ) 1-3)
are parameters to be determined from a least-squares fit to ab
initio or experimental data.17 For simplicity, no attempt is made
to reproduce the correct behavior of the asymptotic exchange
energy (ref 18, and references therein). This appears justified
for consistency reasons given the approximations involved in
scaling the external correlation of the excited-state curves.
In turn, the dynamical correlation energy is approximated
by25,26
where the damping functions for the dispersion coefficients are
defined by
and the auxiliary functions An and Bn assume the form
with Ri and âi being universal and dimensionless parameters
determined from a fit to the ab initio results for H2(b3“u+): R0
) 16.366 06, R1 ) 0.701 72, â0 ) 17.193 38, and â1 ) 0.095 74.
Moreover, F is a scaling distance defined (in atomic units) by
F ) (5.5 + 1.25R0), where R0 ) 2(〈rX2 〉1/2 + 〈rY2 〉1/2) is the Le
Roy parameter27 and 〈rX2 〉 is the expectation value of the
squared radii for the outermost electrons in atom X (similarly
for atom Y). To obtain the values of the C8 and C10 dispersion
coefficients, we have employed the universal correlation13
where 8 ) 1, 10 ) 1.31, and a ) 1.54 are universal parameters.
All expectation values necessary to evaluate R0 have been taken
from the tabulations of Bunge et al.28 In turn, the C6 dispersion
coefficients for the title systems have been calculated from those
of H2, Cl2, and O217 by using the combination rule29
The numerical values of the calculated dispersion coefficients
are reported in Table 1.
For ions or neutral systems with permanent electric multipole
moments, one may also need to consider the electrostatic and
induction energies. It has been suggested that the corresponding
damping functions can be obtained from those originally
obtained for the dispersion energy simply by using the appro-
piate powers of n.13,17 This is the procedure followed here to
deal with the two electronic states of OCl, since both the Cl-
(2P) and O(3P) possess a permanent quadrupole moment. It turns
out30 that, for the X2ƒ, the quadrupole-quadrupole C5 coef-
ficient vanishes, while for the excited A2“+ state it has the value
C5 ) 11.55 Eha0
5
. Since the C5R-5 term is expected to
dominate at large interatomic separations, one then expects the
A2“+ state to be lowest at such interatomic distances.
Often, due to the unavailability of sufficient input data to
define the shallow van der Waals minimum in repulsive states,
we find it useful to represent the EHF part of their potential
energy curves by the generalized screened-Coulomb form13,18
where the parameters are obtained from the calculated ab initio
energies through a linear least-squares fitting procedure of ln-
(Vab initio - Vdc) vs R. Of course, the asymptotic behavior of the
EHF curve can no longer be reproduced, since the decay rate is
dictated by the highest power of R in the exponential. An
alternative is to use13
where the coefficients are obtained from a least-squares fitting
procedure to the calculated ab initio energies. In fact, by fixing
ç˜ ) ç0, one may impose the asymptotic behavior of VEHF to be
equal to that of the ground-state curve, as one might expect.
Clearly, depending on the calculated value of D, the cusp
behavior in eq 10 or 11 at the united-atom limit may be only
approximately satisfied.
3. Ab Initio Calculations
To construct the potential energy curve for the considered
states of the HCl and OCl systems (1“+ and 3“+ for HCl, and
2ƒ and 2“+ for OCl), ab initio calculations have been carried
out at the MRCI31,32 level using FVCAS33,34 wave functions as
a reference. In this study, the aug-cc-pvqz (AVQZ) basis sets
of Dunning35-37 were employed. They consist of (6s,3p,2d,1f)/
[4s,3p,2d,1f] contracted functions augmented by diffuse
(1s,1p,1d,1f) orbitals for the hydrogen atom, and (12s,6p,3d,2f,1g)/
[5s,4p,3d,2f,1g] and (16s,11p,3d,2f,1g)/[6s,5p,3d,2f,1g] con-
tracted functions with diffuse (1s,1p,1d, 1f,1g) orbitals for the





























łn(R) ) [1 - exp(-AnR/F - BnR2/F2)]n (5)
An ) R0n
-R1 (6)
Bn ) âo exp(-â1n) (7)































































been carried out on a DEC Alpha 600 workstation using the
MOLPRO38 ab initio package. A total of 56, 32, 42, and 48
geometries have been considered for HCl(1“+), HCl(3“+), OCl-
(2ƒ), and OCl(2“+).
The ab initio energies so obtained were then corrected by
scaling the dynamical correlation. Note that the nondynamical
correlation is system specific and in this sense nontrans-
ferable.39-42 It is also geometry specific, and hence nonscale-
able.24,25 The external correlation can be obtained by including
in the CI wave function the various excitations from the FVCAS
reference configuration to the virtual orbital space.19,39-42
However, convergence of the CI expansion with respect to
including high-order excitations is difficult,19,20 and most
MRCI43-46 calculations include only single and double replace-
ments from the FVCAS wave function. Although this procedure
may recover a large fraction of the dynamical correlation, such
calculations often yield bond energies which may be several
kcal mol-1 too low and saddle point heights too high. On the
other hand, since the specifically geometry-dependent effects
are included in the FVCAS wave function, it is expected that
the external correlation will be approximately transferable19,39-42
and scaleable.23,24 It has therefore been suggested23,24 that the
missing dynamical correlation due to triple and higher excita-
tions as well as due to the incompleteness of the one-electron
basis set can be estimated semiempirically by scaling the
external correlation energy which is recovered at the FVCAS-
CISD level. Such a scheme has been referred to as the SEC
(scaled-external correlation) method, and is based on the
assumption that the core correlation effects are geometry
independent (for a generalization to polyatomic interactions
within the context of a many-body expansion, see ref 24).
According to the SEC method, the total energy is written
as23,24
with the empirical factor F being usually defined by
so as to reproduce the bond energy of the diatomic molecule.
Thus, Vd is the experimental dissociation energy of the diatomic,
and VMRCI and VFVCAS are the energies calculated at the MRCI
and FVCAS levels, respectively. We make the further assump-
tion that the value of F can be transferred without modification
to scale the external correlation of the excited electronic states
considered in the present work. Although one may expect to
recover different percentages of the dynamical correlation for
open and closed shell reference states, it is also true that on
average such a single scaling parameter may still be used. Note
that the FVCAS calculations for both the ground and excited
states include open shell configuration state functions. Moreover,
such a use of a single scaling parameter for both the ground
and excited diatomic states seems justified by the fact that such
states dissociate to the same set of ground-state atoms. Table 2
gathers the values of F, and the parameters employed for their
calculation.
4. Results and Discussion
Figures 1-4 show the EHFACE2U potential energy curves
calculated for the title molecules. We observe that the excited
states (3“+ for the HCl and 2“+ for the OCl) considered are
repulsive for both molecules, and bound only by weak van der
TABLE 1: Values of R0, and Long-Range Dispersion





HCl 7.493528 25.12 558.52 16267.66
OCl 6.840157 38.67 747.10 18908.15
a These parameters assume the same value for all states of HCl and
OCl. b For the electrostatic coefficients in the case of OCl, see the text.





TABLE 2: Parameters Employed to Correct the Dynamic
Correlation in the ab initio Calculations
system Re/Å VFVCAS/Eh VMRCI/Eh Vd/Eh F
HCl(1“+) 1.2746 0.145550 0.166985 0.169745 0.885900
OCl(2ƒ) 1.5696 0.0562987 0.0909100 0.103024 0.740739
Figure 1. Interatomic potential for HCl(X1“+). Note that the open
circles nearly coincide with the solid ones over the complete range of
internuclear distances.
Figure 2. Interatomic potential for OCl(X2ƒ). As in Figure 1, the open
circles nearly coincide with the solid ones over the regions where they
overlap.































































Waals forces. It is interesting to describe in some detail the
fitting procedure which has been used for the various systems.
For the ground states, where RKR turning points are available,
these have been employed to obtain the ai (i ) 1-3) and çi (i
) 0-2) coefficients, by following method II described in ref
17. This involves a constrained least-squares fitting procedure
in which the condition of a normalized kinetic field is imposed.
Figure 1 and Figure 2 (for the 1“+ and 2ƒ states of HCl and
OCl, respectively) show that the RKR data is quite accurately
fitted in both cases. In addition, it is clear that the curves offer
an accurate means to extrapolate the available data to regions
not covered by the fitted points. Note that the model has built-
in by construction the united-atom and separated-atoms limits.
Thus, besides the advantage of warranting a reliable description
of the short-range and long-range parts of the potential curve
(which may be of use whenever such reliability is requested),
the incorporation of information referring to both such asymp-
totic limits has the merit of transforming the fitting procedure
into an interpolation scheme which utilizes the fitted data points
to guide the curve at intermediate regions. Clearly, the smooth
curves obtained by fitting the experimental RKR points mimic
quite well the ab initio points calculated in the present work.
Note that the calculated root-mean-square deviations are (in Eh)
0.54  10-4, 2.64  10-3, 0.93  10-5, and 1.48  10-3,
respectively for the 1“+, 3“+, 2ƒ, and 2“+ states of HCl (first
two states) and OCl. For the ground-state curves, this corre-
sponds to 12 cm-1 for HCl and 2 cm-1 for OCl. The present
results corroborate the validity of the SEC approach even for
regions quite far away from the equilibrium geometry of the
diatomic molecule. The numerical values of the parameters
obtained through the calibration process are gathered in Table
3.
To obtain the potential energy curves for the excited states,
we have used our own SEC points, since no spectroscopic
information seems to be available for such systems. Moreover,
we have employed both eqs 10 and 11 to carry out the fits.
Yet, for brevity, we give in Table 3 only the numerical
parameters obtained by using the latter. Note that the value of
D required to reproduce the Coulombic cusp at the united-atom
limit should be equal to the product of atomic nuclear charges
ZXZY. Clearly, our fitted D values agree only roughly with the
theoretical predictions of 17 and 136, respectively for HCl and
OCl. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show also that, despite the relatively
small number of fitting parameters, the EHFACE2 model
provides a good representation of the ab initio data over the
whole range of interatomic separations. Note further that no
attempt has been made to fit the calculated SEC points in the
long-range attractive region of the potential well. Two reasons
justify our procedure. First, the fitted SEC energies are based
on a scaling factor determined for the ground state curve, and
hence are subject to some uncertainty. Second, this region of
the potential well is largely dominated by the attractive long-
range forces which were defined a priori, and judged adequate.
To test the reliability of the final model potentials, we have
carried out calculations of the vibrational levels for the four
electronic states of the title diatomic molecules. For this, we
have solved numerically the Schro¨dinger equation for the motion
of the nuclei by employing a Numerov-Cooley technique to
integrate the wave functions. The results are given in Tables
4-7. Whenever available, we present in these tables the
corresponding experimental values for comparison. Clearly, the
results obtained for the ground-state curves are in quite good
agreement with experiment, with the average deviations being
21 cm-1 (0.2%) for HCl and 13 cm-1 (0.4%) for OCl. To our
Figure 3. Interatomic potential for HCl(A3“+).
Figure 4. Interatomic potential for OCl(A2“+).
TABLE 3: Values of the Coefficients for the Extended
Hartree-Fock Part of the EHFACE2U Potentials
HCl OCl
coefficient 1“+ 3“+ a 2ƒ 2“+ b
D, D÷ /Eh 0.370 391 18.694 058 0.246 085 61.551 079
a1, a˜1/a0
-1 1.882 657 -1.160 504 2.498 213 1.377 613
a2, a˜2/a0
-2 0.745 380 0.716 239 1.466 852 0.240 219
a3, a˜3/a0
-3 0.307 348 -0.124 454 0.787 479 -1.510 878
a˜4/a0




-6 0.009 242 53
ç0, ç˜0/a0
-1 1.399 596 1.399 596 1.962 760 1.962 760
ç1 12.067 036 0.517 858
ç2/a0
-1 0.008 154 30 0.301 390
a N ) 4 in eq 11. b N ) 6 in eq 11.































































knowledge, no spectroscopic experimental information is avail-
able for the excited states investigated in the current work.
Although the calculated values reported in Table 6 and Table 7
are very sensitive to small errors in the potential function (and
hence should be viewed with some caution), they may be helpful
to localize the corresponding spectral lines.
5. Conclusions
We have shown that the physically motivated EHFACE2(U)
models are most adequate to describe the electronic states of
HCl and OCl considered in the present work. To obtain the
fitting parameters when experimental data was unavailable, or
else to test the theory, we have also reported accurate ab initio
MRCI calculations for those electronic states by employing a
full valence complete active space construction of the reference
state and a large basis set (AVQZ). The calculated energies were
then corrected through scaling of the external correlation to
compensate for the truncation of the CI expansion and for the
basis set incompleteness.
The model potential energy curves reported in the present
work have shown high reliability when compared with the input
data. Thus, they may be useful for molecular dynamics studies,
particularly those referring to the photodissociation and predis-
sociation of hypochlorous acid in ozone chemistry. The present
study offers also a new test of the EHFACE2U model. The
quality of the results achieved, together with the simplicity of
the functional form, clearly recommend it to represent the two-
body fragments of polyatomic potential-energy surfaces within
the double many-body expansion method. In fact, this is
currently being used to obtain a global two-valued potential
energy surface for HOCl, with accurate ab initio electronic
structure calculations at the levels reported in this work having
already been completed. This ongoing work will hopefully be
reported in a future publication.
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